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[Guest blog by Dr Sara De Benedictis, Brunel University London]

Over the past few years, the term ‘period poverty’ has been in the news a lot. It refers to how some
people are unable to access or afford menstrual products [1]. The issue of period poverty has
attracted much attention from UK politicians, celebrities, charities and human rights activists since
2016 [2]. You may remember hashtags like #freeperiods [3], political party manifestos pledging to
solve period poverty [4] or companies promising to donate products to those in need [5]?

The level of coverage was a little surprising because the topic combines two powerful social taboos
(usually kept quiet): periods and poverty [6]. So, I thought it might be interesting to see how the

media has communicated and shaped the issue of period poverty in the UK. Last month, my research findings were
published in a free article called ‘Periods of Austerity’ in the European Journal of Cultural Studies [7]. You can access the
full article here.

In short, the article describes the themes emerging from news media
representations of period poverty. It was important to explore this because
news coverage can help to validate and justify social justice issues and put
them on to national political/ public agendas. I focused on two years of UK
national newspaper items using the term ‘period poverty’ from 2016-2018.

Through the analysis of 154 news articles, I found that working-class
schoolgirls were positioned as the main type of people experiencing
period poverty. Importantly, they were consistently framed as the
‘deserving’ poor. Distinctions between the ‘deserving’ and ‘undeserving’
poor has long been a way to place poverty as the fault of individuals, rather
than due to social and structural inequalities e.g., changes in social welfare
policies [8].

In the article, I discuss how the individualising of poverty changed over time as the
coverage went on. Period poverty became spoken about as a form of gender inequality.
While it definitely is related to gender inequality, period poverty is also related to
factors such as the unequal distribution of wealth, social ‘class’ and previous
Coalition government and the current Conservative government’s austerity
policies [9]. This all became lost in the news coverage and soon period poverty was seen
as a totally separate thing from the wider issue of increasing UK poverty.

Finally, I found that the news coverage of
period poverty distinctly emphasised ‘brand
aid’ and ‘causumerism’, where the selling of
products is made to seem like the answer
to social issues and inequalities [10].

The donation of period products and the
celebration of individuals or organisations –
often profit-driven companies – that provide
these products was offered as the solution to
period poverty [11]. But what this celebration

masks is the role that period product companies play in worsening
period poverty and reproducing social inequalities, such as fixing the price of products or providing unsafe and
inferior products to African customers [12].

To conclude, even though period poverty surfaced as a national discourse in the UK news, it was not a
straightforwardly ‘good’ thing. The news coverage successfully depoliticised and decontextualised (separated) the
issue of period poverty. Overall, it shifted the blame for period poverty onto individuals, clouded the role of period
product companies in shaping period poverty and masked the impact of worsening social inequalities in the context
of the UK government’s austerity agenda.

For more information and free access to the article in full- click here.
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